Conformational forces affecting the folding pathways of dendrotoxins I and K from black mamba venom.
The conformations of the major intermediates trapped during the folding of dendrotoxins I and K from venom of black mamba snakes, have been investigated by circular-dichroism spectroscopy. Local alterations to the native, folded conformations are observed in toxins I and K and in a protein of similar sequence, bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor. The inability of intermediates (30-51, 14-38) to complete refolding by forming directly the 5-55 disulphide bond is explained. The following observations on the role of secondary structure in the folding of the three proteins are of interest. 1. It is not necessary for the three proteins to acquire elements of secondary structure at the same stage of folding in order to attain similar three-dimensional conformations. 2. The stability of the final folded state is not directly correlated to an early appearance of secondary structure. 3. The degree of secondary structure already present in intermediates (30-51) seems to determine the pathway of refolding preferred by the corresponding protein.